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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Soldiers of KFOR,

M

ar eagarthóir, ba mhaith liom beannachtaí na Nollag a
ghuí ar mhuintir na Fórsa Kososo ar fud an domhain. Ba
bhliain dhúshlánach í dúinn go léir, ach bhí sí níos deacra do
dhaoine áirithe

A

s editor, may I send the warmest Christmas greetings to our
extended Kosovo Force families across the world. It is a privilege to
send greetings on what has been a difficult year to all of us, but some
more than others.
Christmas is a season of thanks, peace, goodwill and hope. It is our
families that support us through this period and many of us will be
without them, it is also our families and partners that give us unending
support while deployed overseas, to them we are thankful. But it is also
a time to remember those who have gone before us, particularly those
members who made the ultimate sacrifice in the service of peace – lest
we forget.
This year, like last year has been a difficult year for all of us, dominated by
COVID-19. As soldiers we continue to conduct operations and activities,
maintaining our readiness at all time, displaying our goodwill ensuring
a safe and secure environment.

Comdt Liam McDonnell, Chief
Internal Information, PAO.

KFOR soldiers have throughout this time continued to demonstrate duty-commitment and resilience. 2022
offers hope, we must continue to display our resilience towards our mission, by conducting operations and
training regenerating the force.
This month’s edition will focus on KFOR’s Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
(ISTAR) capability. This is provided primarily by the ISR BN and supported by key units located in RC East
and West. Their unique set of skills are employed continuously day and night, in all terrain and weather,
conducting operations providing KFOR with eyes and ears enabling a safe and secure environment.
LTC Gianpiero SIRIANNI (ITA) the ISRBN CDR outlines his career, current appointment, his experience to date
with KFOR and the role, responsibilities and equipment of the ISRBN.
SGT Selina BERGER (CHE) brings you an article on Captain Michael AUER, G3Air (CHE) who outlines his roles
and responsibilities, and the critical importance he plays in providing KFOR with an air-mobility capability. He
draws on his civilian and military skills and the synergy produced enabling him to excel at his job.
Additional articles include contributions from TURCOY with their role as Camp Bondsteel’s Quick Reaction
Force, Father Tamás TAKÁCS gives us an insight in his role as KFOR Chaplin, while this month’s retrospective
article focuses on Romania’s contribution to KFOR’s PSYOPS.
Finally, CSM Tamás ZSIROS explains about the newly conceived leadership tool ‘ask or task’ and its critical
important in an international environment.
Sincerely
Your KFOR HQ PAO team.
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STORY OF THE MONTH

Intelligence Surveillance Recon

“[...] what enables the wise sovereign and the
good general to strike and conquer, and achieve
things beyond the reach of ordinary men, is
foreknowledge”
The art of war, Sun Tzu, 5th century BC

priority intelligence requirements and deliver them
to their subordinate units. Despite it is said that every
soldier is a sensor, there is some personnel specifically
trained and highly specialized to gather information.
Within KFOR units, the Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance Battalion (ISR BN) has as primary task
to provide information and knowledge to COM KFOR
in order to fill every possible intelligence gaps and
contributing to grant safety for all Kosovo population
and for KFOR troops. In the expected rapid tempo of
KFOR operation, the ISR BN’s ability to accomplish its
mission is possible merging and synchronizing the
different equipment, skills and expertise provided by
the contributing nations inside the BN: this can be
summarized with the Latin motto “ex pluribus, una
vis” (from the multitude, one strength).
As ISR BN receives the intelligence and collection
requirements, its staff starts his planning cycle

S

ince the ancient times, leaders have considered
information crucial and vital to take a decision in
every field of human activities as economy, politics or
sport.
In the majority of cultures, military Commanders are
responsible towards their Countries, their allies and
their women/men, so they cannot accept taking
unnecessary risks during the conduct of operations.
They need a persistent situational awareness of
their Area of Responsibility, in order to enlighten the
dark spots of their operational picture. Therefore,
Commanders, through their staff, identify their
4

nnaissance Battalion (ISR BN)

executing the internal military-decision making
process and assigning specific collection tasks to its
subordinate companies and task units, according
to their specific capabilities. Most of these tasks are
performed during the nighttime, which is also the
time when a very smart creature is used to spend
his life, the Owl. This bird is also the symbol of the
ISR BN, and the term “OWL” represents the activities
conducted by the Battalion:
•
O as the Observation, the main
activity of the recce units, which conduct ground
and air surveillance and reconnaissance. The Austrian
artillery and reconnaissance Battalion, which leads
the HQ of the 1st Recce Company, is specialized in
this activity;
•
W as the Wings of the UAVs, embedded
to the companies, which everyday fly over Kosovo
for gathering information on terrain, locations or
specific events. The 2nd Recce Company, led by the

185th Target Acquisition Regiment of the Italian
Special Forces Command, has all the competences to
integrate UAVs with their ground Recce missions;
•
L as Liaison, established with the local
people to understand the complex human terrain and
environment, which are significant in an operation
like the one in Kosovo. The British Royal Lancers,
which provide a dedicated Task Unit to the ISR BN,
are specialized in this very particular discipline of
reconnaissance.
Once the data and information have been gathered,
they are processed inside the ISR BN headquarters and
then delivered to the KFOR Commander to help him
to obtain the knowledge, mentioned by Sun Tzu more
than 7000 years ago, necessary to grant Freedom of
Movement and a Safe And Secure Environment for all
Kosovo people.
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STORY OF THE MONTH

Aerial Reconna

1

LT JUHÁSZ (HDF) completed a two year
reconnaissance course in the Hungarian Military
Academy with additional training in Fort Benning,
Georgia, USA. During the course he was instructed
on the employment of reconnaissance assists,
threat and topography analysis, mission planning,
preparation, execution and information assessment.
Upon competition of training, he was assigned
as a reconnaissance PL COMD, commanding a
troop of BTR-80 APCs in the Hungarian Defence
Force armoured calvary. In addition to his ground
reconnaissance training, 1LT JUHÁSZ is also parachute
insertion qualified having completed 27 static line
jumps. He is now command of No.3 PL, 1 COY, ISR BN
where his role is to collect information and conduct
surveillance and reconnaissance.

responsibilities assisting the information direction
and collection process. His duties include issuing
warning orders, analysis, tracking taskers, specifying
target areas of interest (TAIs) and delivering
information briefings to platoons.
At 1229hrs, the ubiquitous low pitched hum from
an approaching helicopter broke the midday silence
over Camp Novo Selo. Flying at low-level towards
the HLZ, the SWISS SA 332 Super Puma made a rapid
touch down, followed by the disembarkation of one
crew member. Upon completion of harness rigging
and load configuration, all ISR members embarked
the aircraft, immediately followed by instant take-off
and proceeding on the assigned flight plan.
The purpose of the operation was to conduct aerial
surveillance and reconnaissance on selected Target
Areas of Interest (TAIs). During the planning and

1stSGT SARI, (HDF) works in the COY analysis cell with
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aissance Patrol

preparing phase, the detachment received detailed
orders on selected TAIs and Noted Areas of Interest
(NAIs) that required overflight and surveillance.
The helicopter’s ability to approach fast and low,
masking its presence by the correct use of terrain
and with unobstructed clear lines of slight, makes it
an excellent platform for detecting potential hostile
activity. In addition, the capabilities of the aircraft
and aircrew skills are also known to adversaries,
aiding in the deterrence of hostile behavior due to
the risk of detection.
Cruising at 1000ft, the helicopter approached
Slatina APOD and entered an orbiting pattern over
the installation, enabling the onboard detachment
to conduct their assigned tasks: capture information
on ground activities, identify potential threats
through the elimination of normal behavior
patterns from suspicious patterns. The detachment
operates a suite of HD Cameras equipped with
telephoto zoom lenses, providing excellent quality

air-photos for future imagery analysis. Other
members of the team track and record additional
ground information, directed by the team leader or
air-crew.
The aircraft continued along the flight path, reaching
several more TAIs across Kosovo, conducting some
very low-level orbits to capture detailed information.
At 1346hrs the helicopter touched down on the
HLZ, with the ISR detachment disembarking and
proceeded to conduct their after action review.
The information capture by the detachment is send
for analysis, assessed and injected into the decision
making process, building KFORs threat assessment
and shaping patrol frequency, location, disposition
and composition.
Liam McDonnell
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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TROOPS OF KFOR

Slow Is Smooth,

“Amateurs practice until they get it right, After magazine filling, equipment preparation and
professionals practice until they can’t get it wrong”. validation, team members moved into firing position

at the firing range, in vicinity of Villaggio Italia. The
objective of the practice was to conduct advanced
marksmanship training, in a highly dynamic and
pressurized environment. The practices transitioned
from single firers, through buddy pairs and finally
to team level, requirements for communication,
situational awareness, skill and efficiency increasing
at each level. Members advanced through the range
area, populated with obstacles, vehicles, friendly and
enemy targets, upon reaching firing position, each
target presented a new challenge, some requiring
the adoption of alternative firing positions or others
requiring weapon transition from rifle to pistol.

A

fter observing members from Italy’s SF 185th
Parachute Reconnaissance and Target Acquisition
Regiment ‘Folgore’ (RRAO), professionalism is in their
DNA. Attached to 2nd COY, ISRBN these members
form a component of KFOR ISTAR capability, by
conducting ground surveillance and reconnaissance
they capture information on activities, processing
it into intelligence. As soldiers, the ability to deliver
lethality is mission critical as it enables a safe and
secure environment. KFOR PAO visited this elite unit
during a marksmanship exercise.
8

, Smooth Is Fast

Upon completion of each practice, the team leaders
conduct robust and critical back briefs, faults and
mistakes are identified, the practice is repeated.
There is one thing that all marksmen agree on: only
hits count. To be an accomplished marksman, it
requires great physical and psychological strength.
Operating factors include balance, position, threat
and topography assessment, self-coordination and
control, discipline, target identification and correct
alignment, communication, three dimensional
situational awareness, and knowledge of weapon
function and status, these skills and drills are
instilled by the 185th RRAO unit members. The elite
members process these factors in a micro-second, on
a continuous basis, requiring a significant amount of

training and education.
The final practice required synchronization from all
members, resulting in the delivery of overwhelming
firepower at multiple targets at various ranges. Due
to the execution tempo, verbal communication is
limited with members relying on their cohesive
training and instincts, within seconds all targets are
neutralized, cordite fills the air and brass burns on the
ground.
Liam McDonnell
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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TROOPS OF KFOR

Polish Snipers

O

R-4 Kristian PYKA and OR-2 Lukasz BACA
advanced cautiously towards the forest edge,
seeking an observation point with sufficient
camouflage and fields of observation on their
objective. After constructing a hasty hide, enhancing
their concealment, both members commenced
their task, provide over-watch, communications and
supporting fire if required. This exercise replicated
the real-life operation Alpine Avalanche and ensures
that the unit and KFOR maintains this critical STA
capability.
RC-East’s Maneuver Battalion 2nd Coy (POL) is
located in Camp Novo Selo, where OR-4 Kristian
PYKA and OR-2 Lukasz BACA are based. The two pair
sniper team is responsible for providing Surveillance
and Target Acquisition (STA) forming the second
functional area of ISTAR. STA involves observing an
objective, detecting changes and then acquiring
targets based on that information. This information
is then analyzed, processed and fed into the ISTAR
collection process.
OR-4 Kristian PYKA has twelve years of service with
the Polish Armed Forces while OR-2 Lukasz BACA has
eight, both are members of the 6th Airborne Brigade,
Krakow. OR-2 Lukasz BACA joined the military due to
patriotic values, the adventurous lifestyle offered and

the demand to maintain an excellent level of physical
fitness.
The unit specializes in airborne and air assault
operations and demands a high state of readiness.
Upon completing their induction training, and
parachute insertion training, both members were
selected for the highly specialized marksmanship
course. Over a four month period, they received
training and education on ballistics, physical fitness,
small arms theory, and tactical employment. Prior
to course entry, both members were required to
complete an initial assessment test, to prove their
competence to the conducting institution, subjected
to continuous assessments 80% of students who
commence this course fail.
This is their first overseas deployment, with them both
employed on operations with the AOO over the past
three months, due to the levels of professionalism
displayed by OR-2 Lukasz BACA he has been
nominated by his superiors to undergo NCO training
on return from KFOR.
Liam McDonnell
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
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Uncrewed Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

N

ested within 2nd Coy, ISRBN the Hungarian
UAV detachment consists of a team of four, a
commander, two operators and one rear echelon
support member. The detachment is equipped with
the SKYLARK mini UAV. The SKYLARK provides real
time information to on-the-ground commanders
through a live feed enabling the detection of
potential threats or hostile activity, this information
is directly inputted into the ISTAR process, enhancing
the common operational picture and KFORs ability to
provide a Safe and Secure Environment.

commander is responsible for ensuring suitable launch
conditions, including wind speed, direction weather
analysis, while one operator erects communication
equipment the second operator assembles the UAV.
With a range of 40km or a 3 hours battery life the UAV
is controlled from the commanders operating station,
utilizing multiple radio frequencies. The UAV contains
a number of inbuilt security measure, in the event of
broken communication the UAV will return to its last
known communication point, or as a failsafe it will
return to the launch position, in addition no data is
stored on the UAV but fed directly to the operating
The UAV can be equipped with either a day or night station. The ability for ground personnel to see over
camera, depending on the mission type and weather the horizon or through dense forestry enhances the
characteristics, and can be deployed by either hand force protection of KFOR soldiers.
or from a semi-prepared launch position. Launch
time can be accomplished in less that 30mins from
Liam McDonnell
receiving the order, with all detachment members
OF-3, IRL-A
executing their functional tasks concurrently. The
Chief Internal Information
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TROOPS OF KFOR

G3Air - No Super Pum

B

efore a Swiss Air Force transport helicopter takes
to the air in Kosovo with SWISSCOY and KFOR,
various information must be available and clarifications
made. A 24-year-old who holds a private pilot’s licence
is responsible for this in SWISSCOY contingent 45:
Capt Michael Auer. He organises every flight and plans
it to the last minute. For him, the job as G3Air is an
absolute dream job, which he does with a lot of heart
and passion.

Switzerland. The other members of the air transport
detachment, on the other hand, stay for a whole six
months.These include the Log Coordinator, theWarrant
Officer and the Ground Operations Air (G3Air). The
latter is responsible for the entire administration
surrounding the flights of the Super Pumas. In concrete
terms, for example, he obtains landing permits, checks
the flight areas and sees whether all landing sites are
mine-free. “There are also extra EOD flights, i.e. flights
for explosive ordnance disposal, where we check every
two months whether we can still stop safely on the
landing sites in the mountains.”
But now back to the organisation of the daily Super
Puma flights: “Once I have made all the clarifications
and obtained all the permits, the only thing left to do on
the day of the flight is to make sure the weather is right
and that there are no thunderstorms forecast, then I
give the go-ahead for the flight as the final authority,”
says the 24-year-old, who himself has a pilot’s licence
for small aircraft and is now cramming the theory

“No Super Puma goes into the air until I give the goahead,” says Capt Michael Auer, pointing to a magnetic
board on which he has neatly noted by hand the flights
for the coming week. As a rule, the helicopter takes
to the air every day - mostly for transporting people
and material for the mission, sometimes also as part of
training flights for the three Swiss Air Force pilots.They
are stationed at the airport in Slatina for three weeks
at a time - just like the three mechanics who are also
only in Kosovo for a short time and then travel back to
12

ma Flies Without Him

to become an airline pilot parallel to his SWISSCOY
assignment. Despite his previous knowledge, the job as
a G3Air is a completely new challenge: “I have to think
of every detail before the Super Puma takes to the air.
Otherwise there could be consequences for the pilots
and then I would be responsible.” Flights abroad are
particularly complex. Auer’s head is already spinning
with the preparations: “There, I need a declaration of
consent, a diplomatic clearance, from every country the
helicopter crosses. That’s incredibly time-consuming.”
But it is precisely this international communication
that he also appreciates about his function. Every day
he phones other nations to check whether the next
flights are possible.
In addition to the entire flight administration, Auer
is also the ‘Aircraft Marshaller’ (ground pilot) of the
Super Pumas. This means he helps to ensure that the
helicopter is back in the right place in the hangar. “As
soon as the Super Puma lands, I brief it,” he explains,
walking towards the airfield with two glow sticks.
There you can hear the Super Puma approaching
13

from afar. The engine noise gets louder and louder and
Auer stands ready on the landing zone. The helicopter
lands and the G3Air shows the pilots with the poles
where the Super Puma has to stop so that it can
be pulled into the hangar as straight as a whistle. “It
works without my parking aid, but it’s so much easier
for the pilots. And I think it’s cool when I get to brief
the helicopter!” But an absolute highlight for him are
of course the flights themselves. Every now and then
he gets to board the Super Puma as a passenger, for
example when the pilots fly training flights. “That’s a
huge privilege and I’m overjoyed about it!” In general,
the job as G3Air is an absolute dream job for him,
despite the great responsibility that the function brings
with it:“I am right in the middle of the world of aviation
here and experience everything up close. I find that
incredibly great!”
SGT (OR-6) Selina Berner,
Deputy Press and Information Officer
SWISSCOY 45

FROM THE FIELD

TURCOY the resposibility of
Camp Bondsteel’s Quick Reaction Force

T

URCOY located in Camp Bondsteel role and
purpose is to create a safe environment along the
Adminstrative Boundary Line (ABL) by conducting
continious observation and survelliance and the
employment of dismounted patrols. In addition,
TURCOY which is under the command of NATO
multinational kinetic battalion can receives attitional
operational tasks as orderd due to its capabilities and
skills.
The tasks of the TURCOY are primarly patrol duties,
consisting of three different types: Independent
Patrols; Joint Patrols with Kosovo Border Police and
finally Syncronised Patrols with Serbian Armed
Forces. TURCOY conducts these duties through the
professional application of KFOR SOPs and Infantry
tactics techniques and procedures (TTPs).
While performing independent patrols duties, patrol
elements on operations aim to ensure the security
of the ABL, by conducting surveillance to detect and
deter possible smuggling activities. Turkish troops in
Joint patrols activities with Kosovo Police conduct
road checkpoints and vehicle search activities at
determined location, planned prior to execution.
Through JOC coordination syncronised patrols are
carried out with Serbian Armed Forces, TURCOY
troops conduct these patrol activities together in
order to monitor the ABL and prevent possible illegal
actions.

TURCOY also undertakes the resposibility of Camp
Bondsteel’s Quick Reaction Force (QRF) and maintains
its operational readiness at one-hour notice to move
for all emergency responses. With the exception
for patrol duties tasks, TURCOY is prepared for all
multinational activities given or received by the
Maneuver Battalion, in preparation for operations
such as ensuring stability and security operations or
CRC. While performing it’s duties, TURCOY constantly
employs technology and dynamically uses its tools,
equipments and most importantly human resources
to provide KFOR with a mission capability and skill.
TURCOY instills trust in allied forces and deterence
towards opposition forces by successfully fulfilling its
duty through the prioritization of discipline, reliablity
and self-sacrifice in every activity conduct. While
carrying out these duties, the Turkish soldiers are
proud, and committed to represent their country and
nation and also to work with other multinational task
forces in KFOR.
Adopting the slogan of “Peace at home, peace in the
world”, as Gazi Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founder
and savior of the Republic of Turkey said, Turkish
soldiers use all their means to create an environment
of peace in Kosovo.
Burak AKKOÇ
OF-2 , TUR ARMY
LNO
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ISRBN COMD

LTC Gianpiero SIRIANNI
Can you summarize your previous experience to
date.
I was commissioned into the CIS Corps in 2000 as
an Electronic Warfare (EW) officer with the 33rd EW
Regiment in Treviso. After completing my staff course
in the Italian War College, I was assigned to the Joint
Intelligence Centre in Rome serving as an analyst. My
previous appointments in the unit included both PL
and COY COMDs in addition to S3/S7 chief. In June
2020 I was appointed as BN COMD. I have served
overseas with NATO in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo
and Afghanistan and with the United Nations Interim
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL).
Can you outline your current appointment, role and
responsibilities?
I am the ISRBN COMD, which like KFOR is a multinational unit comprising of nine troop contributing
nations (TCN), with two COYs deployed in three
locations at Camp’s Film City, Novo Selo and Vilaggio
Italia. The ISRBN is under direct Operational Command
from COM KFOR and provides situational awareness
to KFOR. The under operate under both the United
Nations (UN) and KFOR mandate providing legitimacy
and credibility to KFOR, NATO and the UN.

accomplished through the employment of equipment,
sensors, and soldiers, centrally coordinated and
planned through a robust process. Each nation
contributes their own ISR tactics, techniques and
procedures, these are analyzed and adapted through
joint training and learning. Once the ‘know how’ is
established, unit synchronization begins creating
unity of effort. All training is focused at continuously
developing and enhancing ISR skills creating ‘added
value’ to the unit and its mission. Any gaps identified
are analyzed and war-gamed for the optimal solution,
continually tested and refined until I am satisfied
with the product. Information collected during ISR
activities feeds into a higher process shaping KFOR
future activities. This is accomplished through the
identification of certain ground threats indicators,
or the absence of such, conducting analysis and
reporting accurate and factual information to KFOR
HQ enabling the establishment of a Safe and Secure
Environment.
What equipment, resources and skills are employed
by the ISRBN?
The unit has the ability to deploy personnel in remote
regions for long periods of time, requiring physical
strength and endurance. Mounted patrols are
conducted daily and the unit employs Mini Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) such as the Hungarian and the
Croatian operated SKYLARKs and the Italian RAVEN,
providing additional points of surveillance and
information collection. The unit is also supported with
aerial platforms including SWISSCOY’s SA332 Super
Puma, these are utilized over the AOO providing
additional points of information collection.

What core soldiering skills are applicable to ISRBN
soldiers?
The most mission essential skill applicable to all ISR
personnel is interoperability, every member must be
able to operate with other nationalities. The ISR BN
operates in all phases of operations, in all weather
conditions, on all terrain, 24hours a day seven days a
week, it provides KFOR with early warning indicators.
In order to create this capability, significant time and
What is your experience to date with KFOR?
I previously deployed to KFOR in 2005, where I was energy is directed towards joint training. A critical
a member of the GERMAN-ITALIAN Multinational soldiering skill required for members is the capability
to analyze human terrain ground indicators, also
Brigade – South West (MNB-SW) located in PRIZEN.
known as ‘atmospherics’. This cannot be conducted
by electronic equipment or machines, it requires
How does the ISRBN contribute to a SASE?
The ISRBN is COM KFORs ‘eyes and ears’, it is face-to-face contact and the employment of human
senses.
15

RETROSPECTIVE

Romanian Contribution with

O

n the 1st of December we celebrated 103 years
since the Great Union, a day that since 1990 was
established Romania’s National Day. The testimony in
images of the Great National Assembly that gathered
in Alba Iulia to proclaim the Great Union was left to
our nation by Samoilă Mârza. Just four days after
returning from the front of the First World War, the
conscript and photographer Samoilă Mârza had the
desire to be in the middle of the historical event,
and the inspiration to take the only existent photos
attesting the moment.
In the morning of the 1st of December 1918, the
photographer went by foot to Alba Iulia, with a group
from his village Galtiu (Alba County), carrying on a
bike his photo camera, a tripod and the glass plaques
needed at the time to take photos. Being conditioned
by the weather and the heaviness of operating the
photo camera, he took five pictures, that later became
notorious and greatly appreciated, being presented
by the Romanian delegation at the Peace Conference
from Versailles in 1919.
“Samoilă Mârza” is also the honorary name of the
Psychological Operations Centre from Romania, an
elite and unique structure of the Romanian Armed
Forces, that celebrated just two years ago half a
decade since its establishment in 1969. If its founding
came as a result of the Armed Forces’ modernization

process, that led to the establishment of this essential
capability, its development came as a result of
the people who believed in the importance of its
mission, but also of the achievements that the Centre
has acquired both in Romania, and in the theatres of
operation where the Romanian PSYOPS personnel
was deployed: Afghanistan, Irak, Bosnia and Kosovo.
The PSYOPS Centre aims to echo through the work
of its specialized personnel, the values of our nation.
Romania has been a troop contributing nation to
KFOR mission since March 2000, starting with the 3rd
rotation of KFOR, when Romanian staff personnel
trained in conducting PSYOPS was deployed to
the mission. Then a member of the Partnership for
Peace program, Romania’s very first four deployed
personnel were PSYOPS specialists. Even today,
the relatively small, but highly motivated and
professional Romanian contingent, includes PSYOPS
officers and noncommissioned officers. In the first
years of PSYOPS contribution to KFOR mission,
Romanian experienced personnel fulfilled positions
such as: KFOR Manager, radio editors and technicians,
as well as producers and editors in the TV Section of
the PSYOPS Support Element. Nowadays PSYOPS
specialists fulfill other essential tasks within the PSE,
ensuring also by rotation with Germany and Italy
the position of Chief PSYOPS Support Element. The
16

PSYOPS Specialists to KFOR
continuous contribution to KFOR mission confirms the need
of this one of a kind branch whose aim is to “Win hearts and
minds” by employing non-lethal means, and also the skills of
the Romanian troops.
Kosovo today is a more secure place due to KFOR mission,
but the exploitation of the physical developments in today’s
intricate Information Environment oftentimes ignites spirits,
having the potential to undermine our mission. The tangible
actions and events of different actors in the operational
environment are mirrored, shaped and increasingly more
exploited throughout the informational dimension, in order
to produce effects upon the minds of those who are affected
and act upon information (cognitive dimension). This is the
realm on which PSYOPS operates, and where it can play an
important role, by shaping perceptions of approved target
audiences, in close coordination with other Information
Related Capabilities.
As we realize the importance of our mission, we are much
devoted to the role we play and when we look into the mirror
each day, we should stop for a moment and reflect that we
might have the potential to be like Samoilă Mârza –
a humble someone who through his creative genius
generated an echo that transcended times.
There are 50 Romanian staff personnel in Kosovo,
serving professionally in KFOR mission. On the 1st
of December, we gathered to celebrate Romania’s
National Day, and as our national anthem resounded
in Film City Camp, we remembered that we must
take pride in what Romania is today and in our
contribution to regional security.
Karina AVADANEI
OF-2 ROM A
PSYOPS
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Greetings letter for the soldiers of KFOR
Every military unit has a special form of address.
Contingent, battalion, or something else.
We
have a name as a group and individuals too. We are
much more than a faceless mass. Lives and stories.
Cheerful and sorrowful moments. Sometimes we are
strong and we can help others, other times we need
to require the support of our comrades. Probably you
are very good soldiers, excellent experts of your own
special fields, but it is especially important to be a
really good human. What does ‘good man or woman’
mean? I think the correct answer is responsibility. We
are responsible for our words and deeds and support
our comrades too. We have to look at each other
that we become visible. We have to hear each other
that we become audible. Human connections are
important and help us to become good men. Without
connection, sooner or later, our personality gets
deformed. If you lose some things, money, positions,
objects that are not a good feeling, but a little bit
later, if you think about the whole life, you can
continue almost everything, maybe in a new way. But
something is wrong with our connections, these are
bigger problems. Sometimes we have to release the
safety and learn to trust not only in ourselves. Perhaps
we are strong and healthy and maybe we feel that we
are invincible, but we depend on each other.
Nearly twenty years ago, when I was preparing for my
first parachute jump, I was very nervous. First of all,
not because of my own first jump, but we prepared
parachutes for our comrades as well, and I was afraid
of how the parachutes would work that I folded
and prepared to jump for others. All the parachutes
worked, and that was the moment I remembered
this brief thought that’s been accompanying me ever
since. Confidence and reliability.
These should be the base of our common service and
the effective job in this mission.
According
to an ancient proverb, ‘An empty barrel makes the
most noise.’ So I do not want to be too loud, but I hope
that our work and service together will speak more
authentically and effectively than beautiful words.
May God bless us, and we help each other!

A

s the new KFOR Chaplain, I would like to greet all
of you, soldiers and supporters of the KFOR. When
I got the request that I write a summary about the
function and role of my position, I thought a lot about
what was the most important. We, me and the other
chaplains of KFOR, can give you a schedule with time
of Holy Masses, Church services, Bible studies and
other meetings. But these are only possibilities!
Somebody asked me, ‘How’s the religious life of
KFOR?’ I asked him back ‘What do you want to hear?
Do you want to hear numbers, events, or statistics?’
Statistic is not the measure of God! How can you
evaluate our job and life?
If someone wants to know the main goal of my job,
let me give him/her a story from the past. One of my
colleagues, after his priest consecration but before
the beginning of his official service, asked his father
to bless him. The father was surprised when he stood
before him with this request and said only this one
to him: ‘May your humanity remain impeccable!’
In my opinion, every military chaplain’s main task is
this. Support the soldiers that they can guard and
protect their impeccable humanity during their
services.

Father Thomas
COL Tamás TAKÁCS
KFOR Chaplain
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Kosovo Force has a new Deputy Commander
General PIPERNI. Major General KAJÁRI awarded
General SCHÖPF the NATO Non-Article 5 Medal.
Brigadier General Luca PIPERNI was born in Udine,
Italy, he attended the Italian Army Military Academy
in Modena and Turin from 1990 to 1995 (172° Course)
and graduated with university degree in Political
Science .He received his Commission as an Artillery
2nd Lieutenant in 1992. After that, upon completion
of his Officer’s training, he was appointed as an AntiAircraft Artillery (AAA) 1st Lieutenant.
In 1998, after applying for Army Aviation Pilot
selection, he attended the primary flight training
course at the United States Army Aviation Center
of Excellence (USAACE) in Ft. Rucker (Alabama),
achieving the military helicopter pilot license. Back to
Italy, he attended the advanced pilot training course
at the Italian Army Aviation Training Center in Viterbo,
achieving the Army Aviation pilot qualification in
2000. He is qualified on Bell TH-67, Bell OH-58C,
Agusta-Bell AB-206 and Agusta-Bell AB-205 (UH-1)
helicopters.
Brigadier General PIPERNI participated to NATO
operation in Kosovo as Flight Squadron Commander
(2002 and 2003). In 2003 he attended the Captain
Aviation Career Course at the USAACE in Ft. Rucker,
Alabama. From 2006 to 2009 he served as a Staff
Officer in the C4I Division – Technology Coordination
he NATO-led Kosovo Force has a new Deputy Branch at NATO Allied Command Transformation
Commander (DCOM). Italian Brigadier General in Norfolk, Virginia (USA). From Jun. 2018 to Aug.
Luca PIPERNI took over the second position in KFOR’s 2019 he served as Task Force ITALAIR Commanding
hierarchy from the Austrian Brigadier General Günter Officer and Italian National Contingent Commander
SCHÖPF who served for 13 months within KFOR.
in Naqoura within UNIFIL Mission in Lebanon.
During the ceremony KFOR Commander, Major From Sept. 2019- to Apr. 2021 he was the Commander
General Ferenc KAJÁRI, addressing Brigadier General of 4th Army Aviation Regiment “Altair” in Bolzano
SCHÖPF stated that “Your help and your experience On April to August 2021 he was assigned to the AVES
made it easier for me to get into the seat of the Brigade to conduct the readiness activities for the
Commander, and your expert professionalism made Kosovo Operational Theater.
me feel comfortable with you at my side”. General From the 16th August 2021
KAJÁRI also remarked that General SCHÖPF has he was assigned to the Command of the Land
represented the continuity between the KFOR XXV Operational Forces and Command Army operational
and KFOR XXVI leadership.
where he serves as Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations.
KFOR Commander concluded his discourse
asserting that Brigadier General SCHÖPF holds all
Giulio MACARI
the considered crucial values in the military: Duty,
OF-3 ITA A
Reliability, Commitment and welcomed Brigadier
SO Media OPS

T
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SNAPSHOTS

Members of RC-E remain on
standby in preparation for the
embarkation of SACEUR.

Photo by: 1LT Barna KONCSEK - HDF

The charity “Run with Santa,
contribute to needy families”
was conducted in CFC for
the 6th time. More than 200
runners from several nations
of the KFOR community
participated and ran together
raising over 3,000 Euro

Photo by 1LT Barna KONCSEK - HDF

Headquarter Command Group,
Camp Film City conducted
a MASCAL EX in order to
test camp command and
control, security and response
measures. The picture shows
a ‘casualty’ been removed
by medical personnel after
sustaining injuries.

Photo by OF-2 Erika VARGA HDF
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President of the Republic of
Slovenia, Borat PAHOR, paid a
visit to KFOR Commander, Major
General Ferenc KAJÁRI at Camp
Film City. During their talks,
KFOR Commander underlined
the importance of KFOR’s role
in providing a safe and secure
environment and freedom of
movement in Kosovo.

Photo by: 1LT Barna KONCSEK - HDF

Soldiers from the Maneuver
Battalion, Kosovo Force - KFOR,
Regional Command - East,
conducted training on a variety of
weapons systems at a range near
Mitrovica, Kosovo, December 6

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jason Alvarez

Danish soldiers from the
Maneuver Battalion, Kosovo
Force - KFOR, Regional
Command - East, conducted
training in Camp Novo Selo

Photo by 1LT Barna KONCSEK - HDF
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CSM CORNER

ASK or TASK Process in the

`ASK or TASK` process in a newly identified system of relations to find the balance as to who can
leadership capability is a valuable tool, especially be asked and to whom, and when should assign a
in the international environment.
task.
Therefore, establishing personal relationships is of
efore taking over my CSM KFOR position, I attended paramount importance in this management method,
the NATO Command Senior Enlisted Leadership based on which an oral request (advice, suggestion)
course in NATO School, Oberammergau, Germany. can also be interpreted as a command.
This course is mandatory for those assigned such a I emphasize that this is a procedure that applies to the
position as I do in any NATO Headquarters or NATO CSEL system and all levels of management, be it the
missions. It was an excellent opportunity to take part non-commissioned officer or even the managerial
and learn from this new process. This process is not and subordinate relationship.
only for Command Senior Enlisted Leaders (CSEL) but
everyone from the young section leaders up to the ASK: As a CSM, I’m part of the Command Group.
organization’s commander.
Simultaneously, I’m the link between the subordinate
Specifically, a leadership competency is excellent for units via national CSELs.
use in an operational environment where nations ASK is not really to pray anything from the commander
use different leadership structures based on their or any other department leaders or officers; it is
national training and individual experience.
more than advice, a proposal, or a suggestion that
However, they must take the specificities of helps make the system better. As an NCO, I cannot
nations, their different systems of preparation, their task any officers above me, but they expect support
religious affiliation, and their different experiences from the NCO/enlisted side because I represent that
into account. It is on this basis must establish the community. As a `BACKBONE of the FORCE, we have

B
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e International Environment
eyes and ears, we have voices, and we are always
focusing on the tasks, especially in this environment
where `the mission is always first!
TASK: It is much more straightforward to
interpret. In a bureaucratic system like the army,
imposing instructions and terms of reference is
essential.
In particular, the commander must direct the assigned
staff with orders and instructions for executing the
task. This determination guarantees an accurate and
successful performance of functions, which are in the
interest of both the commander and subordinate
staff.
Whether orally or in writing, should perform the task
in the same manner.
Therefore, the TASK instruction must be
accurate, understandable, and concise to avoid

23

misunderstandings.
In an operational environment, the execution
of TASK orders is paramount, regardless of the
interest, affiliation, religion, or other views of nations.
This attitude helps the commander to complete the
operation successfully.
Strange as it may seem, we use this procedure
unnoticed and in our daily lives when communicating
with our family and friends.
So it’s worth paying attention to who, when I ask for,
and what I instruct; communication skills are essential
to developing for that.
I will explain it in more detail in the following article.
Tamás ZSIROS
OR-9 HUN-A
CSM

Photo of the Month

RUN FOR SANTA

Photo: OF-2 Erica VAGRA
HDF
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